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Methods

The Future

Results

Acquire EMG 
signal

Use simulated environments to 
test biofeedback efficacy as both 
training device and as on-board 
prosthesis feedback. Simulated 
environments hold promise as 
testbeds for prototyping new 
feedback paradigms, new 
prosthetics designs, new 
controls, etc

Left: Demo of custom virtual 
reality environment in which a 
user embodies and controls a 
simulated prosthesis. Myo
armband actuates terminal 
device to accomplish grasping 
tasks.

Limited 
access to 
training

Little practitioner 
reimbursement

Complexity of 
prosthetic tech

Lack of practitioner 
education

Use of clinic time

Learning 
EMG is 
difficult

Limb volume

Limb posture

Local muscle 
activation

Skin conductance

EMG Biofeedback 
Training Device

We will create a training device that is 
cheap, easy to administer, and time 
efficient. It can be made portable for 
home use which maximizes clinic time 
and empowers the patient to guide their 
own rehabilitation.

Training Factors EMG Factors

Evidence shows many 
fail to receive training 
or training was 
inadequate

Many factors make 
EMG an actuator with 
inherent uncertainty

Computation and 
processing

Biofeedback

• EMG signal provided by Thalmic
Labs Myo – a consumer grade 
8-channel EMG device. Data 
from 6 channels (3 wrist flexors, 
3 wrist extensors) is streamed 
via Bluetooth to a laptop.

• Data received and processed 
in MATLAB. Training trials 
are generated and assigned 
via MATLAB. Data is stored 
for later analysis.

• Arduino Uno actuates three 
vibrotactile elements on arm 
band that correspond to 
three intensities of muscle 
contraction (30-50-70%).

Discussion
Training (with feedback) Evaluation (no feedback)

Biofeedback
Verbal

Single session pilot data suggests several 
interesting trends.

• Presence of feedback increases
accuracy but also increases the time 
to acquire the target. Users tend to 
“listen” for the biofeedback when it is 
available (compare blue on A and C).

• Accuracy is greatest when EMG 
targets are under 50% MVC. 
Maintaining high levels of contraction 
is rapidly fatiguing.

• After biofeedback training, users 
maintain a consistent EMG signal (D), 
rather than exhibit sharp dropoff (B).

Figure 1. Average traces of single subject trials. Colored zones mark 
targets (30-50-70 of MVC). Training trials administered first, followed 
by evaluation trials.

Figure 2. Accuracy across conditions. A reading 
within 0.05 of target is considered a success. 
Accuracy is greatest when tactile biofeedback is 
present (Tr FB).

Electrode
placement

When feedforward control is uncertain, as in myoelectric prostheses, feedback becomes
useful1. Though error-driven sensory feedback is certainly useful, the user may avoid 
committing such errors with better feedforward control. Real-time biofeedback of the 
processed EMG signal may afford users higher quality feedforward control. Users must be
trained in the presence of biofeedback to enable its benefits when it is absent, as pilot 
data suggests. Further research is needed to investigate the efficacy of biofeedback
outside of EMG training.

1. Saunders I, Vijayakumar S. The role of feed-forward and feedback processes 
for closed loop prosthesis control. Journal of NeuroEngineering and 
Rehabilitation. 2011;8(1):60.

A B

C D

Accuracy is highest in presence of biofeedback (Tr FB). 
Success ratio is also highest in presence of biofeedback 
(0.26). Learning may persist, as evidenced by increased
accuracy after biofeedback training (compare Ev NO to 
Ev FB). Variance increases during evaluation in the 
absence of feedback (not shown).

Single electrodes rely on precise
placement, which is not realistic
for home use. Using multiple 
electrodes placed 
approximately mask placement 
effect, enable repeatability after 
short MVC calibration.

Signal 
processing

3-electrode combined signal is:
• Rectified
• Moving average applied

User responds to 
feedback, adjusts 
muscle activation.

1. A target activation level (30-50-70) is 
randomly assigned.

2. Subject attempts to hit target
3. Verbal feedback after trial completion

consists of “Undershoot,” ”Success, ”and 
“Overshoot”

4. Data is collected, pre-processed, and 
analyzed after every block of trials

Computation

Feedback
paradigm

50%30% 70%
EMG amplitude

Tactor activation

Feedback band

Tactors are placed in 3 
anatomical locations to 
maximize sensitivity:
1. Lateral biceps
2. Medial biceps
3. Body of triceps

Hardware
Arduino receives PWM input from MATLAB to 
drive the corresponding linear resonant 
actuator (LRA). Real-time biofeedback for fast 
moving EMG signals requires quick ramp up 
time. 
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